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Influence of the distance on the interaction between an autonomous pacemaker and a reentry

M. deCastro,* M. Gómez-Gesteira, and V. Pe´rez-Villar
Group of Nonlinear Physics, Faculty of Physics, University of Santiago de Compostela, 15706 Santiago de Compostela, Sp
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An experimental reentry was generated in a two-dimensional array of electronic cells to study the influence
of the distance on the interaction between that reentry and an external and autonomous pacemaker. For long
distances (d>2/3l, wherel is the reentry wavelength!, the pacemaker is only able to modify the rhythm of
the medium for periods faster than the reentry period. For shorter distances (d,2/3l), the pacemaker is able
to modify the rhythm of the medium even for periods slower than the reentry period, giving rise to complex
sequences of multiperiod output waves when both pacemakers are close enough.@S1063-651X~98!06001-2#

PACS number~s!: 87.90.1y, 07.50.Ek, 84.30.2r, 05.45.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some periodically active biological systems@1,2#, the
rhythm of the medium is set by specialized cells called pa
makers that periodically discharge, starting a wave of ex
tation that spreads throughout the medium. Under cer
conditions, it is possible to initiate a ‘‘reentrant path’’ o
excitation in which a wave travels in a closed path. In card
tissue, this is believed to be the origin of some patholog
known as tachycardias@3–6#. In such a case, the period o
this reentrant excitation, if it persists, is usually faster th
the normal one and generates an abnormal pacemaker c
an ‘‘ectopic pacemaker.’’ The behavior of this reentrant e
citation has been studied in two-dimensional excitable me
@1,7–10# and in a ring@9,11,12#.

The existence and competition between different frequ
cies have been analyzed from different points of view,
both oscillatory and excitable media. Some authors h
studied the response of a single cell@13–16# and of an ex-
tended medium@15–19# to a periodic forcing both numeri
cally and experimentally. They have observed phase lock
aperiodic rhythms with typical sequences corresponding
devil’s staircase and Farey tree@20,21#, and, even, low di-
mensional chaos. Competition between two wave sou
has been widely analyzed experimentally in chemical@22–
26# and electronic media@27,28# and numerically@29# and
theoretically in reaction-diffusion systems@30#. In cardiac
tissue, Courtemancheet al. @31# have studied the interactio
between a normal pacemaker and an ectopic one by c
map techniques. In most of these references, the dist
between sources was not explicitly considered; in fact, o
Refs. @23,24# considered the distance to play a key role
spiral interaction.

The aim of this paper is to generate and characteriz
reentrant path in a two-dimensional array of electronic ce
which plays the role of an ectopic pacemaker, and to ana
the influence of distance on the interaction between an
tonomous and external pacemaker and that reentry. In Se
the experimental setup is described. In Sec. III a reentr
created and its properties are characterized. In Sec. IV
influence of distance on the reentry-pacemaker interactio
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analyzed. The results obtained show that for long distan
(d>2/3l, where l is the reentry wavelength!, the pace-
maker is only able to modify the rhythm of the medium f
Tp,Tr and for shorter distances (d,2/3l) the pacemaker is
able to modify the rhythm of the system even forTp.Tr .
The particular case of nearby sources, where complex m
tifrequency output waves are obtained, is especially stud
in Sec. V. In this case, a devil’s staircase is calculated
two different output frequencies. All results are discussed
Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup, represented in Fig. 1~a!, consists
of two linear arrays of 45 nonlinear circuits. All cells@32–
34# are similar within the limits allowed by commercial to
erances~1%! and exhibit an excitable behavior for the fo
lowing values of its parameters:C151 nF, L510 mH, Rint
5270 V, C2512 nF,r 0510 V.

Each cell is longitudinally coupled with its neighbors by
resistanceRl and transversally with the opposite cell in th
other array through a higher resistanceRt . An obstacle was
created in the middle of the arrays by uncoupling transv
sally some circuits. Longitudinal resistances on both side
the obstacle were considered to be different. Thus, in the
array ~the one on the left!, some consecutive circuits wer
longitudinally coupled by a high resistance (Ro51 MV)
connected in parallel with a buffer and a resistanceRl as
shown in Fig. 1. This allows normal wave propagation u
ward, but prevents it downward due to propagation failu
@35,36#. This setup mimics some of the properties expe
mentally observed in cardiac muscle as the presence o
obstacle of unexcitable tissue and directional properties
propagation around it@37,38#. Finally, the first cells in both
arrays were connected to a pulse generator, which was
ternally controlled to deliver a pulse or a wave train
upper-threshold amplitude~4.5 V!. The measuring points
were located at the end of both arrays.

III. REENTRY GENERATION AND DESCRIPTION

To generate an experimental reentry, a single pulse
delivered, giving rise to a wave propagating downward
both arrays. When a wave arrives at the obstacle, it st
949 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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propagating on both sides, but it is stopped in the first arra
due to propagation failure. So, when the wave propagatin
through the second array reaches the end of the obstacle
splits into two, one of them spreading downward and th
other one transversally to the other array. There, the wav
splits once again into two waves moving downward and up
ward. If the obstacle is big enough, each cell in the first arra
can recover itself after the spread of the last excitation an
allow the propagation of the next wave. So, a reentry can b
formed and remain stationary. In this way, it is possible to
obtain an infinite number of responses~output waves! to a
single stimulus~input wave!.

To illustrate this process, a reentry was generated in tw
linear arrays withRl52.3 kV and Rt54.7 kV. With these
values there is some criticalT value (Tm5110.060.5 ms)
below which the system is unable to sustain a wave for eve
pulse delivered by the generator. This will be considered th
refractory period of the medium. A two-dimensional plot of
this reentry~30 circuits long—15 in each array—and a pe-
riod of Tr5178.060.5 ms, obstacle size is considered to be
the reentry wavelength! is shown in Fig. 2~a! at three differ-
ent times. The black strips represent the peak of the wav
and the central line the region without transversal conne
tions ~obstacle!. Waves outside the reentry were not plotted
for the sake of clarity. Figure 2~b! shows the linear increase
of the reentry period with the number of cells in the obstacle

FIG. 1. Experimental setup consisting of two linear arrays of 4
cells. Each cell~plotted on the right! is connected to the black spots
through the nodeV1, and coupled with its nearest neighbors~lon-
gitudinally by resistancesRl and transversally byRt with Rl,Rt).
An obstacle was generated in the middle of the arrays by unco
pling transversally some circuits. Longitudinal resistances on bo
sides of the obstacle were considered to be different. In the array
the left, circuits were longitudinally coupled with a high resistance
(R051 MV) connected in parallel with a buffer and a resistance
Rl . This allows normal propagation upward, but prevents it down
ward. The first cells in both arrays were connected to a pulse ge
erator. Circuit parameters:C151 nF, L510 mH, Rint5270 V,
C2512 nF,r 0510 V correspond to an excitable behavior.
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IV. INFLUENCE OF THE DISTANCE
ON REENTRY-PACEMAKER INTERACTION

A reentry with a period ofTr533062.5 ms is considered
in two linear arrays withRl54.7 kV and Rt55.6 kV to
study its interaction with a wave train of periodTp delivered
by the pulse generator. One pulse produces the formation
a reentry around the obstacle~the size of the obstacle is
considered to be the reentry wavelength,l530). We have
observed that the obstacle is big enough to support tw
waves traveling around it in a stationary way. Thus, the re
of the pulses interact with this reentry, giving rise to differen
sequences of output waves measured far from the obsta
region. These output waves can have one or several frequ
cies depending on the relation betweenTp and Tr ~we will
considerTpP@Tm ,2Tr #).

The distance between the reentry and the autonomous a
external pacemaker is an important factor that affects th
interaction between them. When the distance between bo
pacemakers is long enough,d>2/3l ~Fig. 3!, for Tp.Tr the
reentry dominates and imposes its rhythm on the medium
For values of TpP@Tr2Tm ,Tr # the normal pacemaker
dominates the rhythm of the medium. This behavior chang
for values ofTpP(Tr /2,Tr2Tm), where output waves with
two different periods were obtained as a result of the inte
action between both sources (T15Tm511062.5 ms and
T2522062.5 ms, following the sequenceT1T2, with T1
1T25Tr). Finally, for Tp<Tr /2 the pacemaker dominates
again.

For intermediate distances,dP@1/3l,2/3l) ~Fig. 4!, there
exists an interaction between both pacemakers even forTp
.Tr . A two period sequence (T1T2 with T15Tm5110
62.5 ms andT2522062.5 ms) is observed. ForTpP@Tr
2Tm ,Tr # the pacemaker dominates and imposes its rhyth
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FIG. 2. ~a! Two dimensional plot of an experimental reentry~30
circuits—15 in each array—long and a period ofTr5180.060.5
ms) measured at three different times (t1560 ms, t2590 ms and
t35120 ms) after the passage of the wave through the first cell o
the obstacle. The black strips represent the peak of the wave, a
the central line the obstacle~region without transversal connection!.
The clockwise movement of the reentry is marked by the arrow
Waves outside the reentry were not plotted for the sake of clarit
~b! Linear increase of the reentry period with the size of the ob
stacle.
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57 951INFLUENCE OF THE DISTANCE ON THE . . .
on the medium as observed for longer distances. Two dif
ent output periods were obtained once again forTp
P(Tr /2,Tr2Tm) with the same values and following th
same relation as forTp>Tr . Finally, for Tp<Tr /2 the pace-
maker dominates the reentry rhythm as obtained for lon
distances.

For shorter distancesd,1/3l ~Fig. 5!, a more compli-
cated interaction is observed. ForTp.Tr , the obtained mul-
tifrequency output waves follow the formula

(
i 51

N

niTi5mTp , ~1!

FIG. 3. Output periods as a function of the pacemaker period
long distances~30 circuits,d5l). For Tp.Tr , the reentry domi-
nates the rhythm of the medium. ForTpP@Tr2Tm ,Tr #, the pace-
maker controls the rhythm of the medium. ForTpP(Tr /2,Tr2Tm),
two output waves were observed (T15Tm511062.5 ms andT2

522062.5ms following the sequenceT1T2 with T11T25Tr) as a
result of the interaction. Finally, forTp<Tr /2, the pacemaker domi
nates again.

FIG. 4. Output periods as a function of the pacemaker period
intermediate distances~15 circuits,d5l/2). ForTp.Tr two output
periods were observed (T15Tm511062.5 ms andT2522062.5
ms following the sequenceT1T2 with T11T25Tr) as a result of
the interaction between pacemaker and reentry. ForTpP@Tr

2Tm ,Tr # the pacemaker controls the rhythm of the medium. F
TpP(Tr /2,Tr2Tm) two output waves were observed once ag
with the same values and the same sequence as observed fTp

.Tr . Finally, for Tp<Tr /2 the pacemaker dominates again.
r-

er

whereN is the number of different output periods in ea
sequence,ni is the number of times that the periodTi ap-
pears in each sequence, andm an integer number verifying
( i 51

N ni.m, in such a way that the mean period belongs
the interval@Tr /2,Tr #. This multifrequency behavior change
drastically forTpP@Tr2Tm ,Tr #, where the pacemaker im
poses its rhythm on the medium. ForTpP(Tr /2,Tr2Tm) a
new multifrequency region appears. In this region, the d
ferent periods obey the expression~1! but with ( i 51

N ni5m,
in such a way that the mean period coincides withTp . Fi-
nally, for Tp<Tr /2, the pacemaker dominates again, as
served for the rest of the distances.

V. NEARBY SOURCES

In order to characterize the complex multifrequency int
action between a reentry and a normal pacemaker in its p
imity (d,1/3l) the following parameters were considere
Rl52.3 kV, Rt54.7 kV, d50.27l, Tr5178.060.5ms, and
Tp /Tr.1. Note that for the obstacle considered, only a
entry can rotate in a stationary way around it. In this range
is possible to obtain wave sequences in which two@Fig.
6~a!#, three@Fig. 6~c!#, and even more different frequencie
are involved as a result of the competition between the
tonomous pacemaker and the reentry (Tr5178.060.5 ms).
In Fig. 6~b!, for Tp5322.2ms, two different output periods
(T15178.062.5 ms, andT25143.062.5 ms) following the
sequenceT1T2 were found. In Fig. 6~d!, three different out-
put periodsT15178.062.5 ms, T25140.062.5 ms andT3
5167.062.5 ms, following the sequence (5T1)T2T3 were
observed forTp5200 ms. In general, for anyTp /Tr.1, we
have observed the appearance of experimental seque
(nT1)T2•••Tk112n , where, in every sequence,n is the
number of times that the periodT15Tr appears andk11 the
number of output waves. The response of the system to
periodic forcing obeys the formula

r

r

r

FIG. 5. Output periods as a function of the pacemaker period
short distances~5 circuits,d5l/6). ForTp.Tr multifrequency out-
put waves were observed as a result of the interaction. ForTp

P@Tr2Tm ,Tr # the pacemaker controls the rhythm of the mediu
For TpP(Tr /2,Tr2Tm) a new region of multifrequency outpu
waves was obtained and, finally, forTp<Tr /2 the pacemaker domi
nates again.
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nT11 (
i 52

k112n

Ti5
~k21!

int~Tp /Tr !
Tp , ~2!

whose validity was experimentally checked for two and th
different output periods. In fact, Eq.~2! can be explicitly
solved when only two different output periods are cons
ered:

T25nS Tp

int~Tp /Tr !
2Tr D , ~3!

wheren can be calculated assuming thatT2P@Tm ,Tr #, and
Tm is the refractory period of the medium as previously d
fined.

In this case, the firing numbers@k11:n11 wherek11 is
the number of output waves andn11 the number of input
~delivered! pulses# were calculated in the intervalTp /Tr
P@1,2) @Fig. 7~a!# for different Tp values, following a dev-
il’s staircase. Lines represent the theoretical period given
Eq. ~3! and rhombi the measured experimental points.
similar behavior can be found for anyTp /Tr.2, where each
step in the devil’s staircase is calculated following the e
pression int(Tp /Tr)m11:m with m>2. Note that there are
regions between two consecutive steps where Eq.~3! cannot
be applied. These intervals correspond to the narrow zo
where a two period sequence cannot be found and more c
plex behaviors with three or more different periods can
observed to follow the Farey tree sequence.

Values ofT2 as a function of the normal pacemaker p
riod were represented@Fig. 7~b!# in the interval Tp /Tr
P@1,2). Lines represent the theoretical period given by
~3! and rhombi the measured experimental points. O

FIG. 6. Sequences of two and three different output peri
generated by the interaction between a reentry (Tr5178.060.5ms)
and a pacemaker located in its proximity. ForTp5322.2ms, two
different output periods (T15178.062.5 ms, andT25143.062.5
ms) were found following the sequenceT1T2 as shown in~a! and
~c! ~voltage vs time plot!. For Tp5200.0ms, three different output
periods (T15178.062.5 ms, T25140.062.5 ms, andT35167.5
62.0 ms) were found following the sequence (5T1)T2T3 as shown
in ~b! and ~d! ~period vs time plot!.
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again, a similar sequence can be observed for anyTp longer
than Tr . The other periodT15Tr was not plotted for the
sake of clarity.

Different authors have considered circle maps@39–43# to
describe the interaction between two sources@31,44,45# ~a
normal pacemaker and an ectopic one with slower perio!.
The case we are considering has some particulary interes
features, namely,~1! the normal pacemaker~the external
pulse generator! has a period slower than the ectopic one~the
reentry!; ~2! the normal pacemaker is autonomous and c
not be reset by the reentry;~3! the reentry can be reset by th
normal pacemaker in such a way that it annihilates the p
vious reentry and generates a new one; and~4! the distance
between sources plays a key role in describing their inte
tion. A similar analysis can be carried out by means of
following iterative function.

F i 115H ~F i 1t! ~mod 1!, if 0,~F i1t! mod 1,u

t ~mod 1!, otherwise
~4!

where t5Tp /Tr and u5Tm /Tr . The first equation corre-
sponds to the pacing stimulus falling within the refracto
period of the reentry wave and causing no resetting. T
second equation corresponds to the pacing stimulus fal
outside the refratory period of the reentry wave and caus
resetting of the reentry.

This linear analysis of the iteration between both sour
predicts the appearance of the two- period sequences
scribed in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, the characterization of
nonlinear function to fit the existence of more than two fr
quencies is beyond the scope of this experimental paper
to the inaccuracy in some of the time series obtained.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have obtained different output wave
quences depending on the distance between two w
sources~Fig. 8!. Each sequence depends on the source
dominates the medium, whose rhythm can be imposed b

s

FIG. 7. Firing numbers andT2 /Tr in the interval Tp /Tr

P@1,2) obtained for a two output period sequence. In~a!, the firing
number~defined ask11:n11, wherek11 is the number of output
waves andn11 the number of input pulses! is observed to follow
the devil’s staircase. In~b!, the normalized output period (T2 /Tr) is
observed to decrease linearly along each step in the devil’s s
case. In both plots, lines represent the prediction given by Eq.~3!
and rhombi the experimental points. The intervals between c
secutive steps correspond to the regions where Eq.~3! fails, in
which sequences with more than two periods were experimen
observed.
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57 953INFLUENCE OF THE DISTANCE ON THE . . .
single pacemaker~the ectopic or the normal one! or by in-
teraction between them.

For Tp.Tr , the sequence of output periods becom
more and more complicated when distance between b
sources decreases. For long distances (d>2/3l), the stimuli
delivered by the pulse generator~pacemaker! never reach the
obstacle~they collide and annihilate with the waves gene
ated by the reentry!. The observed output period is alway
Tr .

For intermediate distances (1/3l,d,2/3l), some prop-
erly timed stimulus is able to reach the obstacle and prov
phase resetting, in such a way that two waves can coe
rotating around the obstacle in a stationary way. This gi
rise to an effective~mean! period (Teff5Tr /2), which pre-
vents any further stimulus from reaching the obstacle.

Finally, for short distances (d<1/3l), the pacemaker is
able to reset the reentry from time to time, even when
effective period isTr /2. As a result of this interaction,
complex multiperiod output sequence is observed, with
effective periodTeffP@Tr /2,Tr #. A similar behavior, where
different frequencies are involved, has been described
other authors, but forcing the medium with a period shor
than the refractory period@15–17# or considering interaction
between a normal pacemaker (Tp) and an ectopic one (Tr),
whereTp is shorter thanTr @31#. In our experiments, when
stimulus delivered by the pacemaker arrives at the obsta
it gives rise to a phase shift in the reentry as explained
Winfree’s seminal book@1#. When the stimulus arrives afte
the refractory period of the previous reentry, it initiates

FIG. 8. Diagram of output sequences due to the interaction
tween a reentry and a pacemaker. A summary of the interactio
plotted as a function of distance between sources (0<d<l) and
pacemaker periodTpP@Tm,2Tr #.
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premature wave, which prevents the next circulating pulse
propagate. In a certain way, this provokes phase reset
When the stimulus arrives during the refractory period,
cannot propagate and only delays slightly the period of
next circulating pulse. This behavior depends on the differ
nature of both pacemakers, since the normal pacemak
considered to be autonomous and cannot be reset. In a
tion, the presence of this pacemaker in the proximity of
reentry allows the stimuli coming from the pulse generator
reach the obstacle and to reset the reentry, even forTp
.Tr , as previously described.

This behavior changes forTpP@Tr2Tm ,Tr #, where the
pacemaker emits with a period faster than the one co
sponding to the reentry. A wave rotating around the obsta
cannot complete the turn due to the refractory tail of the n
pacemaker pulse. So, the reentry is never formed and
observed output period isTp .

For TpP@Tr /2,Tr2Tm#, interaction between both source
is observed again. Now, the difference betweenTr andTp is
big enough to allow some of the waves rotating around
obstacle to complete its turn. The dependence on the dist
is similar to the one observed forTp.Tr .

Finally, for Tp<Tr /2 (Tr /2 is the fastest effective perio
around the obstacle! the pacemaker dominates once again
shown forTpP@Tr2Tm ,Tr #.

The observed sequence of periods can be predicted
means of the linear iterative function described in thepre
ous section@Eq. ~4!# at least for two period sequences. Th
linear function allows the autonomous pacemaker to eit
reset the reentry or to be blocked by the previous reen
However, this external pacemaker cannot modify the refr
toriness of the medium and does not predict the multif
quency sequences observed experimentally. To obtain
effect it is necessary to modify the previous model by add
nonlinear terms@43–45#.

Throughout this paper we have characterized the in
ence of the distance on the interaction between a normal
an ectopic pacemaker. This is the first step in developing
implementing new defibrilation methods, which are now
progress@46#.
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